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FROG JUMP  CAPITALS

• • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • •

MYSTERY  GAME  FOR  FROG  JUMP  CAPITALS
Start in the “starting corner.” Make a “big line” down. Frog Jump back to the “starting corner.”

Wait for your teacher to tell you which Frog Jump Capital to make.

Start in the “starting corner.” Make a “big line” down. 
Frog Jump back to the “starting corner” and finish the letter.

• • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • •

f E d P B R N M
LOUD!

Low

High
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HANDWRITING INSTRUCTION: Multisensory Lessons

Other Wood Piece Activities 
Make Letters Together
Children can have fun holding up Wood Pieces and making 
letters together. Have them try it. They will have fun figuring 
out which letters (like the ones that are symmetrical) are easiest 
to make.

Boss of the Mat
Play the Boss of the Mat. Students take turns building capital letters on their Mat and guessing one another’s 
letters. The child who is boss gets to tell each child which Wood Piece to pick up next. The boss places the Wood 
Pieces one piece at a time (the other children follow) until the letter is called out.

Name
The Wood Pieces are a great way to help children learn 
the letters in their name. Beginners do well writing their 
name in all capitals. When they are ready, we transition 
them to title case. For more information on helping 
children learn to write their name, see page 26 of  
this guide.

What Letter Is It?
This is a great activity to help children with visual memory. Give the child a Mat with Wood Pieces. Have flash 
cards prepared with lowerase letters on them. Show students a lowercase letter (on the flashcard) and have them 
build the capital partner on their mat. 

My Turn, Your Turn
Do a tapping activity with two big lines held like an X. Teacher taps and students 
wait to tap until teacher says, “Your turn!” Use just two taps until children learn to 
listen and wait. When they know how to do this, vary the number or rhythm of taps.

Teacher Says 
Play a version of the game “Simon Says.” Only use the Wood Pieces and remind 
your children not to do anything unless you say “Teacher Says.” 
Teacher says, “Touch your big line to your nose.”

Making Patterns
You can make many patterns using the Wood Pieces. Download 
these cards with images of Wood Piece patterns. Glue them to heavy 
cardstock and laminate. Set them out in a center and see if children can 
build patterns to match the cards. This is a great visual activity that helps 
children learn to follow directions and problem solve.

On the Line
Help children understand basic concepts of letter placement by building words with the Wood Pieces and 
placing them on a line made out of masking tape. Show children how letters sit right on the line.
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HANDWRITING INSTRUCTION: Multisensory Lessons

Lowercase Mysteries
Preparation

1. Gather Blackboard with Double Lines, Little Chalk Bits, and paper towels for erasing.
2. Say the directions as indicated below.
3. Optional: For children who need extra help, you can make the first stroke for them to trace.

For letters a d g o q
Magic c, wait. Turn it into _____.

For letters h b k l t
Start up high, make a big line down,  
wait. Turn it into ____.

For letters i j m n p r s u v w x y z
Start at the dot. Make ____.

Using a d g o q 
Magic c, wait, turn it into ____.
Add letter ____.

Other Lowercase Letters

Magic C Words

Directions
Magic C Letters
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MAGIC c MYSTERY LETTERS
Change c into a_ d _ g _ o or q.

Start on the dot.
Trace c.
Don’t lift your pencil.
Wait for the mystery letter.

See – Teacher’s Guide page 141.
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MAGIC  C  CAPITALS
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Start on the dot. Make a “Magic C.” Wait for your teacher to tell you which “Magic C” Capital to make.

MYSTERY GAME  FOR  MAGIC  C  CAPITALS

Use a “Magic C” to make C O Q G.

I’m the Magic C Bunny!

c o q g c o q g
• • • •

Turn to page 32 in Letters and Numbers for Me. 
• Allow children to use colored pencils to make their letters.
• Use the Magic C puppet to tell the children the Mystery Letter.
• See page 103 of this guide for detailed directions.

Turn to page 78 in Letters and Numbers for Me. 
• Allow children to use colored pencils to make their letters.
• Use the Magic C Bunny to tell the children the mystery letter.
•See page 141 of this guide for detailed directions.
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Teach
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• • • • • • • •

• • • • • • •

Write & Check F

FISH

f f ff

f f f f

BIG LINE + LITTLE LINE + LITTLE LINE

Check letter.     Teachers: Help children     their letter for correct Start, Steps, and Bump.

f 1 f f+ LITTLE LINEBIG LINE + LITTLE LINE

Get Started Say, “Turn to page 9. This is capital F. Watch me write capital F. I make it like this. 
  (Say step-by-step directions as you demonstrate.) Let’s read this word: FISH.”

Multisensory Activities

Finger Trace Models Step-by-Step    Say the step-by-step directions for F
while children finger trace each step.

Copy and Check F      Demonstrate F, saying the step-by-step directions.
Children watch, then copy Fs.

 Check letter: start, steps, bump

Tips
•  It’s fine if the small lines go all the way across the Slate or Gray Block. However, as children mature, they’ll 

make them shorter. 
•  Point out that with the starting line on the left edge of the Gray Block (or Slate), the next part of the letter 

must be written to the right in the Gray Block. This prevents reversals. 
  •  This is the first page in the workbook where we do  Check letter. Teach the concept and components 

thoroughly. See page 76 of this guide for more information. 
•  Children may color the fish and add water or other fish.

Wood Pieces 
See page 42 
of this guide.

BIG LINE + LITTLE LINE + LITTLE LINE

• • • • • • • •

• • • • • • •

Write & Check F

f f ff

f f f f

Music and Movement 
Use the Rock, Rap, Tap & Learn CD, Frog 
Jump Letters, Track 12. While standing, 
finger trace Frog Jump Capitals in the air. 
Let children jump between the letters.

Wet–Dry–Try 
See page 
46 of this 
guide.
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HANDWRITING INSTRUCTION: Letters and Numbers for Me
Teach

 Get Started Say, “Turn to page 62. This is lowercase p. Watch me write lowercase p. I make it like this. 
  (Say step-by-step directions as you demonstrate.) Let’s read this sentence: P is for puppies.” 

Multisensory Activities

Finger Trace Models Step-by-Step    Say the step-by-step directions for p  
        while children finger trace each step.

Copy and Check p      Demonstrate p, saying the step-by-step directions.
Children watch, then copy ps.

 Check letter: start, steps, bump

Copy and Check Words     Demonstrate jet
Emphasize that the letters are close.

 Check word: size, placement, closeness

Copy and Check Words and Sentence   Demonstrate My puppy plays.
Emphasize capitalization, word spacing, and period.

 Check sentence: capital, spaces, end

Tip
•  Capital P has been taught with two strokes. Your students may make P with a continuous stroke.

swim up 
and over

dive down around
bump
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•

•

P  is  for puppies.

P

swim up
and over

dive down

around
bump

p p p p p
Write & Check p
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Check Sentence

put

y puppy p lays.M

je tl i ke
Words  for  Me

Sentence  for  Me

Check jet

swim up
and over

dive down

around
bump

• • • • • • • •

•

•P p p p p p
Write & Check p

put jetl i ke

Letter Sizes and Places
P is tall. Lowercase p is 
descending. See page 54 
of this guide.

Imaginary Writing
Follow the ball and Air Write 
p. Children follow along in the 
air. See page 53 of this guide. 

P       p

y puppy p lays.M
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Teach

Teach

Get Started Say, “Turn to page 92. This is9. Watch me. I make it like this (demonstrate9on paper or board). 
  Let’s read these sentences, ‘I can write9. I can count to9.’ Look, (teacher points) nine numbers.”

Finger Trace Model Step-by-Step      
        Say the step-by-step directions while tracing.

Children watch, then trace9.

Copy 9       
        Say the step-by-step directions while demonstrating.

Children watch, then copy9s.

Get Started Say, “Turn to page 93. This is 10. Watch me. I make it like this (demonstrate 10 on paper or board). 
  Let’s read these sentences, ‘I can write 10. I can count to 10.’ Look, (teacher points) ten balloons.” 

Finger Trace Model Step-by-Step      
        Say the step-by-step directions while tracing.

Children watch, then trace 10.

Copy l0       
        Say the step-by-step directions while demonstrating.

Children watch, then copy 10s.

9

10

little curve

big line big curve go around

up into corner big line down

1 10

9

1 0 1 0
• • •• ••

9 9 9 9 9
• • • • • • • • •
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1 2 3 4 5 96

9  is so special.

9  has its own corner.

9  makes a little curve and   
    goes up to the corner.

9  makes a big line down.

nine numbers

1 32
4 65
7 98

I can count to 9.

I can write 9.

9 9 9 9 9
• • • • • • • • •

8
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10  uses two places.

1      comes first.

0  is next.

0  starts at the top center.

10  is finished.

ten balloons

I can write 10.

1 0 1 0

0
• • ••

• • ••• • ••

••
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Remediating Handwriting Difficulties
The remediation strategies here can help you correct handwriting 
difficulties. In addition, parents often ask about ways they too 
can assist their child. This section gives you remediation tips and 
information for parents. 

When facilitating handwriting remediation, remember the following:

Notice what’s right: Recognition of what’s right is encouraging and 
should come before any suggestions or corrections. You can give this 
easy handwriting check to your students to see if they learned what 
you taught them. Use it after teaching each letter group, or give it  
to students all at once to see what they already know and what  
they need.

On a blank sheet of paper, draw a single horizontal line and have the child write:
 
 cows      
 cat   dog   
 I like you.  
 run  jump  bath   
 fax  quiz            

Make sure you mark each letter with numbers and arrows to show how it was made. You may spell the words 
for children.

Keep practice short: Ten or fifteen minutes is long enough. You want the child’s full attention and optimum effort 
during the lesson. Then end the lesson while it’s still going well or the minute you’ve lost the child’s interest.

Use imitation: What is imitation? It is watching someone do something first, then doing it yourself. With imitation, 
the child has the opportunity to see how a letter is written; to see the actual movements which were responsible 
for making the mark. Then the child can associate the mark with the movement that produced it. This is crucial 
because we are as concerned with how a letter is formed as we are with how the end product looks. Imitation 
has two advantages:

1. It gives the child the best chance to write the letter.
2. It teaches the child the correct motor habits.
 

We are convinced that imitation has been neglected and should be rediscovered with appreciation.
 
Communicate: Share helpful secrets with others. If you want to help a child with handwriting, the best thing 
you can do is to get everyone on the same page. As long as everyone knows what is needed, you can move 
the remediation along. Use the Take 5! program on page 160 to send mini homework assignments home. This 
unique program uses carefully created worksheets to facilitate grown-up demonstration and the child’s imitation 
of letters and numbers.

Consistency and Follow-Through: Identify the problems, set-up the team, and let the progress begin. If you are 
consistent, you will see progress in the child’s handwriting.

Help Others: You may develop a love for helping children with handwriting. With HWT workshop training and 
the HWT program, you can become an HWT Level I Certified. Visit www.hwtcertification.com.

HANDWRITING ADVICE: Remediating Handwriting Dif ficulties




